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We give best possible asymptotic upper and lower bounds for the minimal car- 
dinality p,, of a cover of the symmetric group S, by abelian subgroups and the 
maximal cardinality a, of a set of pairwise noncommuting elements of S,. We show 
that the average values of /l,,/(n-2)! and of a,/(n- 2)! are bounded above and 
below by positive constants. Finally, we show that the sequence {B./a,} is bounded 
and that if it converges, then /I, = a, for all n > 0. I? 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group. Several people have studied the minimal 
cardinality /I(G) of a cover of G by abelian subgroups and the maximal 
cardinality a(G) of a set of pairwise noncommuting elements of G [3, p. 9; 
4, Section 3; 2, Section 4; 61. Most recently, Pyber has shown that 
a(G) % log[G:ZG] and a(G) $ log j?(G) [S] (clearly /I(G) 2 u(G)). In this 
note we study p(G) and a(G) where G is S,, the symmetric group on the 
set { 1, 2, . . . . n}. We let /I, and c(, abbreviate j?(S,) and cr(S,), respectively, 
and put /$,=cc,=l. One‘checks that f11=~2=c(1=c(z=1. 
THEOREM 1. 
(n - 2)! log log n B 8, > c& b (n - 2)!. 
Moreover, for infinitely many n we have 
and for infinitely many n we have 
/?, > a, % (n - 2)! log log n. 
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The asymptotic upper bound in (1) for p, and a,, follows from the fact 
that the total number of abelian subgroups of S, is 4 (n - 2)! log log n 
[2, Theorem 21. The lower bound of (1) follows from the fact that we can 
get a set of pairwise noncommuting elements of S, by picking one n-cycle 
out of each of the 
(n - 1 Y/cp(n) (>(n-2)!) 
cyclic subgroups of S, generated by an n-cycle (cf. [9, 10.3.4 and 10.3.53). 
Here, cp denotes the Euler q-function. 
In Section 2 we will prove two propositions giving recursive bounds for 
/I,, and a,. These will be applied in Section 3 to give a self-contained 
(except for some references to [9, 51) proof of all of Theorem 1 and to 
show that the average values of p,/(n - 2)! and of a,/(n - 2)! are bounded. 
In Section 4 we show that the sequence {fl,Ja,} is bounded and that for all 
M 3 0, a subsequence converges to /?,Ja,. This implies that /I, = a, for all 
n > 0 if the sequence (~,/a,,} h as a limit. Finally, in Section 5 we will briefly 
touch on the problem of computing explicit numerical bounds. 
I wish to acknowledge some helpful suggestions from P. Erdos and 
K. Alladi. I especially thank E. Bertram for introducing me to /I, and a,, 
making available to me his knowledge of the literature, and showing me 
that f13=a3=4, f14=aq= 10, and jIs=as= 31. (A computation of these 
values is sketched at the end of Section 2; more values are given in 
Section 5.) 
2. RECURSIVE BOUNDS 
For each n > 0 we set /I,, = /3,/n!, 6, = a,/n!, and 
In Section 3 we will see that E, & (log log n)’ nesi2 (see formula (9)). 
PROPOSITION 2. For all n>O, 
Proof. The inequalities of the proposition are trivial if n is 1 or 2, so 
suppose n > 2. Suppose n ‘I2 < k <n. Let U(k) denote the set of cyclic 
subgroups of S, generated by a cycle of length k. Thus 1 U(k)1 = 
n!/((n - k)! kq(k)), since the number of cycles of length k in S, is 
(k - l)! (t) and each group in U(k) is generated by exactly q(k) such 
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cycles. Now let HE U(k); let H* denote the subgroup of S, consisting of all 
permutations of { 1,2, . . . . n} which fix all of the k elements of { 1, 2, . . . . n} 
which are moved by a generator of H. Pick a set d(H) of minimal 
cardinality of abelian subgroups of H* whose union is H*; then 
I&‘(H)1 = /In-k. The right-hand inequality of the Proposition follows from 
the d = n case of Claim 1 below. (The d = [n/2] case will be applied in the 
proof of the next proposition.) 
CLAIM 1. Let d be any integer between n and twice the greatest integer 
strictly less than n112 (’ 1 mc usive) and let S,,(d) denote the set of all elements of 
S, which are products of disjoint cycles of length at most d. Then there is a 
cover of S,,(d) by abelian subgroups of S, consisting of no more than 
groups. 
Proof of Claim 1. Let Q E S,(d). For each i Q d, let si be the number of 
cycles of length i in the decomposition of (T into disjoint cycles. Then 
Cl=Zi<d is, = n. For some j< d, jsj 2 .‘I2 (otherwise si = 0 for all i > n’12 so 
that n=Cisdisi<Cic..l,zisi<n 1’2n1’2). Let s be the largest integer with 
s<si and js<d. If js<n1’2, then j(s+ l)< js+ js<d by the choice of d, 
which contradicts the choice of s. Thus d > js 3 n ‘I=. But a product of s dis- 
joint j-cycles is a power of an (sj)-cycle. Hence 0 = ~‘p, where t is a cycle of 
length between n”’ and d, t is an integer, and p E H* where H denotes the 
group generated by r. Thus p E A4 for some A4 E d(H). Hence G E MH. This 
shows that 
S,(d) z U U u MH. 
.‘i2<kCd HeU(k) MESS’(H) 
Since the sets MH are clearly abelian subgroups of S,, this shows that 
S,(d) is covered by at most 
n,,2;<d”n-k (;) W- l)!h’(k) 
. . 
abelian subgroups of S,. Claim 1 follows immediately. 
The left-hand inequality of Proposition 2 will follow easily from the 
following two claims. 
CLAIM 2. Let o and z be commuting cycles in S, of lengths greater than 
n/2. Then they generate the same subgroup of S,. 
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Proof of Claim 2. There exists an integer j in { 1,2, . . . . n} moved by 
both 0 and z. Then for any integer s, 
as(j) E a”(Orbit, j) = Orbit, o’(j) = Orbit, j, 
since z has only one nontrivial orbit. Thus Orbit,(j) c Orbit,(j), and 
hence, by symmetry, Orbit,(j) = Orbit,(j). Our conclusion now follows 
from [9, 10.3.4 and 10.3.51. 
CLAIM 3. Suppose IJ E S, is a cycle of length greater than n/2 which is 
disjoint from z E S,. Then every maximal abelian subgroup of S, containing 
(TZ also contains o and T. 
Proof of Claim 3. Suppose G is a maximal abelian subgroup containing 
07 but not c. Then 7 = pp, where p and p are disjoint, p is nontrivial, and 
a~ lies in an abelian subgroup H of G which is transitive when restricted to 
the subset S(H) of { 1, . . . . n} moved by H [2, Lemma 61. Let m be the 
minimum of the lengths of the cycles in the decomposition of /A into non- 
trivial disjoint cycles. Since 0 has length greater than m, (~PL)~ is nontrivial 
and fixes some element of S(H), contradicting [9, 10.3.43. This completes 
the proof of Claim 3. 
Now let d be a cover of S, by abelian subgroups with IdI = pn; we may 
assume all the elements of d are maximal abelian subgroups of S,. Sup- 
pose (n/2) <k 9 n and GE U(k). Let &G denote the set of elements of & 
containing G. Then the map A4 -+ A4 n G* carries J& onto a cover of G* 
by abelian subgroups of G*. (If cr generates G and 7 E G *, then some 
element H of &’ contains 07, whence HE .J& and 7 E H n G* by Claim 3.) 
Thus I&c1 > pn pk. Now suppose H is another subgroup of S, generated by 
a cycle of length greater than n/2. Then either H = G or J& and JZ& are 
disjoint (where z& is defined analogously to AZ&). For if some abelian 
group contains both H and G, then H = G by Claim 2. Thus 
Yldk). 
The left-hand equality of Proposition 2 follows immediately. 
PROPOSITION 3. For all n > 0, 
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Proof: Define the sets U(k) (for (n/2) <k <n) and the groups H* (for 
each HE U(k)) just as in the proof of the preceding proposition. For each 
HE U(k), (42) <k <n, pick a k-cycle pH E H and a set a(H) of maximal 
cardinality such that d?(H) is a set of pairwise noncommuting elements of 
H*. Thus I.B(H)I = u,-~. 
Now let s and t be integers in the half-open interval (n/2, n], let SE U(s) 
and TE U(r) and let o E B(S) and t E 9.Q T). Suppose ap, and rp, com- 
mute. Then both lie in some maximal abelian subgroup H of S,, so that by 
Claim 3 (of the proof of the previous proposition) we know u, ps, t, and 
pr are all in H. Thus by Claim 2 above, S = T, and hence s = t and cr = r. 
This shows that 
n/2<kCn HeU(k) 
is a set of pairwise noncommuting elements having cardinality 
n,2;4n [ ck- 111 (#dk)] @n-k> 
so that 
% 2 n! 1 L,/(kdk)), 
n/2 < k < n 
proving the left-hand inequality of the proposition. 
Next let 9J be a subset of S, of pairwise noncommuting elements with 
(Lq = U”. Let a’ be the set of elements of g having an orbit of length 
greater than n/2 and let 99” = 99\W. For each G E U(k), where 
(n/2) < k < n, let 
and 
9&= {orE%Y:(TgeneratesGandrEG*} 
9?‘;;={r~G*:or~99forsomegeneratoroofG). 
Then the map (~7 -+ r is a well-defined bijection from 9& onto B&. z?4; is a 
set of pairwise noncommuting elements of G*. Thus 
g’=U U%, 
n/2<k<n GeLI 
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we have 
Now let d= [n/2] and let &” be a cover of minimal cardinality of S,(d) 
(cf. Claim 1 of the proof of the previous proposition) by abelian subgroups 
of S,,. Clearly I9Y’I d IL&, and therefore 
a, = pq d IWI + p8”l Q p3’1 + ld;4”l. 
If d satisfies the hypothesis of Claim 1 (of the proof of Proposition 2), this 
is bounded above by 
n! c 
( 
@,-,/(kdk)) + n! E,,, 
n/2 < k < n ) 
which implies the right-hand inequality of Proposition 3. Now clearly d 
does satisfy the hypothesis of Claim 1 if n 2 16 (since then n/2 2 2n”*) and 
one can check directly that d satisfies the hypothesis if 12 <n < 15. Now 
suppose n < 11. Suppose for the moment that pk = ak for all k < 5. Then 
&I- 1 Lk/(b(k))G8,- c 8n-/c/(‘k’(k))~~n 
n/2 -c k < n n/2 < k <n 
by Proposition 2. It remains to prove D,, = a, for all n < 5. This is clear for 
n = 0, 1,2. From the inequalities (all proved above) 
1 %-d&“(k)) G 6 GflnG 1 8,-/&b(k)) 
n/2 <k <n d2<k<. 
weobtain4da,,<B,<4, 10da,~~,,and31~a,~~,<31.Also~,~10, 
since S4 is covered by the three subgroups generated by a 4-cycle, the four 
subgroups generated by a 3-cycle, and the three subgroups generated by 
two disjoint transpositions. Thus b4 = a4 = 10. Proposition 3 is proved. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC BOUNDS 
In the remainder of this paper, upper case Roman letters will denote 
fixed but usually unspecified constants; the meaning of these symbols will 
not change. The lettersj, m, n, k, r, and s will always denote non-negative 
integers, and p will always denote a prime number. 
We introduce some notations to simplify the application of the 
propositions of Section 2. First, when n 3 k > 1 set 
et% k) = (n + 1 I2 8,-,/(kdk)), 
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so that by Proposition 2, 
(n+ l)‘P,< .&<, e(n5 k). . . 
We will often use the decomposition of e(n, k) into the three-fold product 
Cwe)lC(~+ lY(Wn+ 1 -k))12 Cb+ 1 -~)*Lkl. (4) 
There exists a positive constant A with 
k/q(k) < A log log k for all k> 3 
[S, Theorem 3281. To avoid some notational problems we note that 
k/q(k) <A Log Log k for all k 2 0, (5) 
where we define q(O) = 1 and Log x = max(log x, 1). Thus Log has lower 
bound 1, and Log Log and log log agree on numbers 220. Also note that 
if (n/2)>k>O, then 
((n + l)l(W + 1 - k)N* 
=k-2+2((n+l)(n+1-k))-‘+2((n+l)k)~1+(n+1-k)-2 
6 3k-* + 3(n + 1 -k)-* <6/k*. (6) 
Similarly, if (n/2) < k < n, then 
((n + 1 )/(k(n + 1 - k)))’ Q 6(n + 1 - k) -*. (7) 
The lower bound of (1) in Theorem 1 is built into Proposition 3 (con- 
sider the k = n term of the summation). We now use Proposition 2 to give 
an easy and self-contained proof of the upper bound of (1). We use a 
formulation suited to later applications. (Note that if n > 2, then 
n!/(n + 1)2 d (n - 2)!.) 
PROPOSITION 4. There exists a positive constant B with 
fin<(n!/(n+l)*)BLogLogn 
for all n > 0. 
Proof: Since x,??= ,, (r + 1) -* Log Log r converges, we can pick an 
integer C 2 3 with 
f (r+l))‘LogLogr<1/18A. 
r=C 
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(cf. (5)). Next we pick D z 2C such that if n > D then 
184 LogLogn<n”*- 1. 
Finally pick B such that 
B812A 1 8,, 
O<r<C 
and such that whenever 0 <k < D, then 
(8) 
We now assume for some integer n > D that the inequality (8) holds for 
all k < n. By induction it suffices to show it holds for k = n. 
We apply the induction hypothesis and the inequalities (5) and (6) to the 
decomposition (4) to show 
n,,2<(n,2 eh k) 6 6AB(Log Log 4’ 1 k-2 . . .“2<k~nJ2 
< 6AB(Log Log n)*/(n”* - 1) (9) 
which is less than (Log Log n)B/3 since n 2 D. A similar argument shows 
that 
c e(n, k)
n/2<kCn-C 
< 6AB(Log Log n) 1 (n-k + 1))2 Log Log(n - k) 
n/Z<ken-C 
6 (Log Log n)B/3 
by the choice of C. Finally, since n 2 D 2 2C, if n- C-c k <n, then 
(n + 1)/k < 2. Thus by the choice of B, 
npc~k<nehk)= 1 ((n+l)/k)2(k/cp(k))8,-k 
n-C<kbn 
<4A(LogLogn) 1 fl”p&(B/3)LogLogn. 
n-C<k<n 
Hence by Proposition 2, 
(n+ 1)‘8,< n,,2 5 < n 4% k) < B Log Log n, 
. -. 
as required. 
582a/49/2-8 
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We observed in Section 1 that a, > (n - l)!/rp(n) (consider the k = n term 
in the summation in Proposition 3). The bound (3) of Theorem 1 now 
follows from [S, Theorem 3281. We next establish the bound (2), and thus 
complete the proof of Theorem 1. For each positive integer S, let p, denote 
the sth prime number, n,=p,p,...p,, and m(s)=n,-1. 
PR0p0sIT10~ 5. /I,(,, 4 (m(s) - 2)!. 
Proof: By Proposition 2 it suffices to show that 
c e(m(s), k) << 1. 
rn(s)‘~~<k<rn(s) 
(10) 
Suppose s 2 1; let n = m(s). If 1 < r < s then the number of distinct prime 
factors of n, - r is at most s, and so 
G n P/V(P) n P&(P) 
pin,-randplr pin,-rrandplr 
GJJ PldP) n (1 +s-‘) 
PI’ pln,--randp>p, 
< (r/cp(r))(l + spl)S < eA Log Log r (11) 
(cf. formula (5)). We conclude that 
= ,<Tcs C~d(~,-r)l* C(~s-rM~s--r)lBr-~ 
. . 
< 4ABe 1 (Log Log r)*/r* 
l<r<CC 
using Proposition 4 and the fact that nJ(n, -s) < 2. A similar calculation 
using the decomposition (4) shows that 
c e(n, k) 
n/2<k<n-s 
6 6AB(Log Log n)* C (n-k+ l)-* 
42 -c k < n - s 
< 6AB( Log Log n)*/s 
which is bounded by Theorems 9 and 414 of [S]. Finally, the inequality (9) 
shows that C,I,Z G k G n,2 e(n, k) is bounded. The inequality (10) follows 
directly. 
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We end this section by showing that the average values of a,/(n--2)! 
and tx,/(n - 2)! are bounded above and below by positive constants. 
THEOREM 6. For all s>O. 
~~l<~<s4-w~ 
. . 
,<~<sB./lw~~. 
. . 
Proof: The lower bound is obvious since ~1, > In - 21! for all n > 0. By 
Proposition 2 and the inequality (9) we have 
,<;<sB.ilN!~ c 
. . ,<*<s .I/z:<n eh k, . . . . 
es+ 1 
I<n<s ",A, e(ny k, . . . 
which by Proposition 4 and formulas (4) and (7) is at most 
s+6B c l<n<s n,2<Ck<,l(klcp(k))(n-k+l)-zLogLog(n-k) 
. . 
ds+6B 1 k/&k) c (n-k+l))‘LogLog(n-k+l) 
I<k<s k<n<2k 
<s+ 1 k/q(k). 
The upper bound of the theorem now follows from the observation that 
1 kldk)= 1 JJ (l+cp(p)-‘1 
=l~<sw’ c 1 
. . I~k<s,k~O(modr) 
G’s 1 (r/q(r))rm2 eis 
I<r<s 
(apply the inequality (5)). 
4. THE SEQUENCE (fin/a,) 
We first show that B,,/a,, which is bounded below by 1, is also bounded 
above. 
THEOREM 7. ~,,/u,+l. 
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ProojI By the inequality (9) there exists a constant F such that 
c ,,IIz~~~ n,2 e(n, k) < 1 for all n > F. Pick a constant Ja 2 with 
J 3 B&k (l-2) 
for all k < F. Now suppose n > F and that (12) holds for all k < n. By 
induction it sufftces to show that (12) holds for k = n. Apply Proposition 2, 
the induction hypothesis, and Proposition 3 to obtain 
B,G (v(n))-‘+ C Bn- /c/(kv(k)) 
<(n&n))-‘+(n+ I)-*+ c Jan-,/(kdk)) 
n/2 < k < n 
< JE, - (J/(ncp(n)) - (ncp(n))-’ - (n + I)-*) 
6 J& 
(for the last inequality, recall that J> 2). 
THEOREM 8. Let m 2 0. For each j> 0 let s(j) denote the number of 
rational primes less than ei and let h(j) = m + nSCj,. Then 
lim Bh(j)l"h( j) = IL/a,. I-== 
COROLLARY 9. Zflim,,, fin/a,, exists, then B,, = tl, for all n 2 0. 
Proof of Theorem 8. Let the integer j be sufficiently large that 
mdn’/*<n/2<n,=n-m, 
where we have set s = s( j) and n = h( j). Let 
t(k) = [B,-k/(k~(k))l/Ccl,/(n,cp(n,))l. 
Then by Propositions 2 and 3, 
IL/an - AJam G c t(k) 
x En+ 
[ 
c G/c/&P(k)) b%n/(W’(ns))l 
n/2<k<n,k#n-m Ii 
d uwGm?An) c t(k). 
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Hence by Theorem 7 it suffices to show that 
lim c t(k) = 0. 
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(13) 
Assume j is chosen large enough that 
oP(ns) 3 loi3 1% ns. 
(This is possible since if F2 is defined as in [S, Section 22.91, then for suf- 
ficiently large j we have 
n,/cp(ns) = n{/cp(n$ 2 eYF,( j) log log ni >, log log n,.) 
Thus if n”’ d k < n/2 (so that 1 < nJ(n - k) < 2), then 
t(k) d &~,‘Pn-,dn - k)’ h/(n - k)j2 bWWl(k2 log log n,) 
< ji;‘4ABkp2 log log n,. 
Hence 
1 t(k) < 4AB&,‘(log log n,)/(nf” - 1). (14) 
,I’!= c k G n/2 
Now let L be an integer between m and n/2. Then 
c t(k) 
n/Z<kGn-L 
< 4ABii,’ c (hlw&-‘W(~-k)2 
nlZ<kCn-L 
< 4ABii,’ f (log log r)/r*. (15) 
r=L 
Finally, by a slight refinement of the proof of formula (11) we have 
npL<k<n,kfns 
< 4( cr, log log n,) ~ ’ o<rzr, Br((n-r)ldn--1) 
. . . m 
< 4e( ii, log log n,) - ’ 1 PI Im-rlldlm-4) (16) 
(setting r = n - k, so that k = n - r = n, f Jm - rl). 
Note that by (15) we can guarantee that En,* < kGn _ L t(k) will be as 
small as we like by taking L to be sufficiently large (assuming, of course, 
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that n =h(j) is chosen so that n > 2L). Our required assertion (13) now 
follows directly from the inequalities (14) and (16). 
5. NUMERICAL BOUNDS 
We plan to consider in a subsequent paper the problem of obtaining 
good, explicit numerical bounds for /I,, a, and j?,,/a,,. We give here some 
such bounds (not necessarily good) which are tentariue in the sense that the 
computer computations that support them have not yet been subjected to a 
rigorous error analysis. We include them only to suggest what is possible 
using modest refinements of the methods of this paper. 
(A) For all nB0, 1 Q~,,/Lx< 1.2111. 
(B) For all n > 7, n2a,/n! > 10.6. 
(C) Ifn35, then /?,/(n - 2)! log log n < 15. 
Ifna25, then P,/(n - 2)! log log n < 13. 
If n > 211, then j?,/(n - 2)! log log n < 10. 
Ifn2631, then/?,/(n-2)!loglogn<8. 
If n 2 5461, then P,/(n - 2)! log log n < 6.6. 
(D) Values of a, and /In for n < 5 were given at the end of Section 1. 
We have also calculated that 
ag = p6 = 201, 
a,=fl,= 1191, 
as = ,!I* = 6994, 
ag = fig = 55770, 
all =/!l,1 =4212330 
and that 
479490 < alo < fi10 < 483270. 
Whether a,=fin for all n, or even whether a10=/310, is an open question. 
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